
Three minutes of madness for the LIHNN study day: 

An ode to ‘In the Know’ 

In the spirit of Christmas 
We thought for a change 
That we’d share our improvement  
Through a poetic exchange 

Our little project 
Is Current Awareness with a twist 
We sprinkled some KM 
That our colleagues can’t resist 
 
Current awareness is nothing knew 
I hear the audience cry 
But our staff felt uninformed 
So Emily and I had to reply 
 
Staff didn’t know what they wanted 
They didn’t know what they didn’t know 
They just knew didn’t want to miss things 
Or what was happening elsewhere on the floor 
 
We decided to go for a bulletin 
With workforce and education news 
To help staff keep up with the big picture 
And evidence on interests they could choose 
 
The digest had to be a few things 
We found difficult to blend 
A general all-staff update- 
A team-specific email we could send 
 
So what did we come up with? 
After feedback from our peers 
A monthly opt-in digest 
Split into evidence themes that were clear  
 
We came up with a grid 
So staff could pick and choose 
They could read the whole thing if they wanted 
Or pick a section to peruse 
 
We included ‘The Bigger Picture’ 
Covering the wider NHS 
As well as specific workstreams  
So that staff could just select  
 
 
 
 



Staff are familiar with the themes now 
They know where to look for their stuff 
They know that the digests are archived 
That old reports are saved there sure enough 
 
We are only a small team of two 
So this approach seemed like the way 
To help all staff keep ‘in the know’ 
Without too heavy a delay  
 
We wanted the digest to do more 
Than just share links to reports 
We wanted to highlight Knowledge Management 
And share tools that staff could export 
 
The tools and resources section 
Includes templates, tools and tips 
If staff need to define an acronym 
Or have a go at a peer assist 
 
We also wanted to share 
Best practice from HEE 
To connect people to innovation, 
And share lessons learned was key. 
 
As well as all the normal stuff 
Reports, articles, the press 
We also highlighted eWIN, the WIRE - 
Best practice sources staff can access 
 
The WIRE is an internal repository 
Of best practice from across HEE 
We select a study each month 
And include it for staff to see 
 
eWIN is our national best practice site 
With lessons learned from across the trusts 
From that we highlight hot topics, 
STPs or other things being discussed 
 
To connect our people to people 
The Lunch and Learn schedule is also promoted 
Staff hear about the work of colleagues 
And an hour a month is devoted 
 

They can find slides from previous sessions 
Contacts for colleagues if they want to know more 
They can see upcoming sessions 
Or volunteer to take to the floor 

 



 

Through this we are now creating 
A corporate memory for future staff 
Capturing HEE workstreams 
Whether that’s slides, animations or graphs 
 
So how has ‘In the Know’? –  
(It needed a catchy name) 
Been used to inform practice? 
And made a difference we could claim 
 
Over 10% of staff voluntarily subscribed 
After just four issues sent 
And the information has gone international 
HEE Global Exchange staff in Myanmar wanted content 
 
There was no alert offering previously 
And nothing with embedded KM 
72% of staff when asked ‘if they felt more informed’ 
Said that the digest really helped them 
 
We learned that layout and look is important 
The blocks show the crucial key themes 
Staff also want to know what is happening 
Outside of their often niche teams 
 
We’ve found that by sprinkling case studies 
And planting useful KM tools 
We can engage staff with KM more widely 
Without it feeling too much like school 
 
Having all workstreams represented 
In one bulletin with different themes 
Means staff see other research areas 
And know a little more about other teams 
 
We’re planning to do some assessments 
After 6 months to see where we’re at 
If we need to make any changes 
We’re willing to do just that  
 
So far staff have really been positive 
And are interested more in KM 
They know who to ask about evidence, 
Best practice, lunch and learns, EBM 
 
That’s about it for the ‘in the Know’ digest 
The end of the three minutes in sight 
Thank you all so much for listening 
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night  
 


